Number Portability (NP) and
ENUM
Do you need a stable, secure, flexible and cost
effective NP system?
Quadon™ NP system offers the most reliable, secure
and advanced number portability solution to answer
the highest customer, operator and regulator's demands. With modular, scalable and high availability
design it offers easy service upgrades, maintenance
and scalability, and delivers the highest service quality for all stakeholders. Quadon™ NP is efficient and
cost effecting number portability solution.

Teletech Quadon™ NP also provides ENUM and LLU applications and services, which
makes it unique on the market. As one of the pioneers in the field, Teletech has incorporated
these functionalities into Quadon™ NP, a world leading number portability solution.

Do you need a reliable and experienced partner for number portability
and national telecommunication
market regulations?
Quadon™ number portability is a
proven and a world leading number
portability and ENUM solution. Our
team of professionals supports you
with the knowledge and experience
and helps you establish regulatory
and legal foundations for number
portability. Quadon™ NP system is a
fast and safe way to successful and
well regulated telecommunication
market in your country.

Voice of a customer:
Tomaž Simonič, Managing director, APEK Republic of Slovenia
(August 2009):
“After successful four years of
production operation of number
portability in Slovenia, Teletech
d.o.o. has proven to be the right
choice for the number portability
service provider. Quadon is a
very efficient, secure and reliable
fixed and mobile number portability system. With its flexible
and open design we are able to
instantly introduce new advanced services that help us
properly and very efficiently
regulate national telecommunication market in Slovenia. “

Quadon™ NP solution alleviates and optimizes the process for all
involved parties. For the consumer, the process is friendly, fast
and transparent. For the communication carrier, the process is
easy to install, it minimizes the required resources and costs and
is easy to implement and automate. Finally, for the regulator, the
process is easy to manage with maximal customization level, outof-the-box consumer oriented, friendly, safe, reliable and transparent solution.

Many consumers, especially businesses are reluctant to change the communication carrier if they
have to suffer the costs and especially the inconvenience of changing a telephone number. The main
advantage of the mobile phone portability is a free choice—unsatisfied consumer can change the
communication provider and keep the phone number.

Telecommunication market becomes more competitive and attractive for investors.

Teletech's Quadon™ is "one stop shop"
for a consumer.
Watch and analyze your telecommunication market with extensive
and fully customizable reporting
and monitoring systems.

In order to change the communication
provider and keep the phone number,
the consumer just pays a visit to his new
communication provider and the whole
process of porting a number is initiated
and administrated by the recipient on
behalf of the consumer.
Quadon™ NP systems are designed
from highest demands in telecommunication sector.
The system is reliable and offers more
than 99,999% service up time. The system is scalable and can be extended
with additional resources when
needed. Quadon™ NP system has a
modular and a very flexible architecture. New services like LLU, ENUM
and user ENUM can be easily added to
the platform without affecting existing
production services.
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Quadon™ follows best practices of NP Clearing House design
o

Reliable NP service
“Five nines” design from highest telecom. standards and demands.

O

Secure
Secure communication lines and protocols

O

Data safety and consistency
Geographically dislocated databases, built-in data cons. algorithms

O

Modular architecture based on open standards
Advanced LLU and ENUM modules.

O

Easy to integrate and maintain
All-in-the-box and short time to market NP and ENUM solution.
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